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Smoke detectors

Jet engine core 

Nuclear medicine 
outpatient waste

Brake linings containing
naturally occuring nuclear 
substances

Furnace brick

Bullets and projectiles 
containing naturally occuring 
nuclear substances 

Synthetic stone roller

Outpatient food waste

Items that may contain radioactive 
material and are exempt from 
CNSC licensing

Sealed source examples contained within the above radiation devices
and packages

Sealed sources

Items that contain radioactive 
material may come in different 
forms, shapes and sizes. You 
should be familiar with the 
typical markings, such as the 
three-bladed radiation warning 
symbol, and the terms used to 
describe the radioactive 
materials. The radiation warning 
symbol should appear on 
devices or containers that hold 
radioactive material, and may be on a tag, label or etched in the metal. 
Note that not all containers or devices containing radioactive material 
will be properly marked with the radiation warning symbol.

Fixed gaugeCommercial
smoke 
detector 

Fixed gauge

Packages containing 
radioactive material

Level 
gauge

Portable 
gauge

Fixed gauge

Sheered fixed gauge

Fixed gauge Fixed gauge

Radiation warning symbol (trefoil)
Black on a yellow background Magenta on a yellow background

Radiation devices and packages

Compass Dials in old aircraft
dashboard

Altimeter dial Radium-tipped
toggle switch

Homeopathic 
device

Radium luminous devices

Examples of radioactive material
detected by radiation portal 
monitoring systems

Waste and landfill 
sites

Ports of entryBorder crossings Metal waste

Locations where radiation
portal monitoring systems
are in use

Contact CNSC Duty Officer 
at 613-995-0479R
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Review manifest to identify origin
 and/or type of shipment

(i.e. scrap metal, household waste)

YES

YES

  Scan exterior of vehicle with 
survey meter. Observe radiation 

levels to localize source of 
radiation in load. Measure the 

radiation dose rate (µSv/h)

Does radiation 
dose rate exceed 

25 µSv/h?

  Isolate the load, characterize
and identify the source 

of radiation

NO

YES

NO
Initiate 

retrieval of the 
source of radiation 

from the 
load?

Does 
radiation dose
rate exceed 
25 µSv/h?

 Identify the source of 
radiation and determine 

appropriate 
disposal options

Isolate and set up 5-metre barrier

A Radiation Safety Expert
should be available to conduct
radiological assessment and 

take appropriate actions 

              Is the 
  source of radiation
 any of the following:
• orphaned sealed source  
• loose contamination 
• radium luminous device
• unknown

DURING RETRIEVAL
PROCESS, RADIATION

DOSE RATE MUST
 BE CONTINUOUSLY

MEASURED

Record investigation
information

YES

NO

YES

NO

 If the source of radiation 
is to be transported to 
another location the 

Packaging and Transport 
of Nuclear Substances 
Regulations must be 

taken into account

Dispose to appropriate
waste stream

NO YES

Record investigation
information

Is the
nuclear substance

a medical isotope? (Cr-51, 
In-111, I-131, Ga-67, 

Tc-99m or
Tl-201)

YES
NO

NO
Pass vehicle through

radiation portal monitor 
a second time

Has driver 
received treatment with 

medical nuclear 
substance?

Alarm is activated – YES or NO?

Vehicle passes through radiation portal monitor 

Replace driver

Pass vehicle 
through radiation

monitor a second time

Alarm? Treat load as non-radioactive
recycling material

Vehicle is cleared, and 
is free to depart 
monitoring area 

NO

NO

YES

ALL ALARMS MUST BE INVESTIGATED AND ONLY A PERSON TRAINED 
IN RADIATION SAFETY SHOULD PROCEED
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